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Demonstratives in grammars (I)
• In most grammars we find at least basic information on

• Different morphosyntactic types of demonstratives (if a language makes these distinctions), e.g.

• Adnominal demonstratives (this building)

• Pronominal demonstratives referring to persons, objects, events etc. (this one)

• (Adverbial) Place demonstratives (here)

• The number of deictic distinctions made (PROX vs. DIST, PROX vs. MED vs. DIST etc.)

• The grammatical categories encoded on demonstratives (gender, number, case etc.)

• Examples on the exophoric (speech-situational) and the anaphoric/cataphoric use of these 

demonstratives
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Demonstratives in grammars (II)
• But mostly missing in grammars:

• Information on more marginal types of demonstratives, among them demonstratives that do not 

refer to ontological types like person, animal, object, event or place, but to manner, quality, 

degree and quantity (MQDQ)

• MQDQ-demonstratives are little studied in the typological literature

• Not treated in much detail in Anderson & Keenan (1985), Diessel (1999) and Dixon (2003)

• But some studies of manner demonstratives in individual languages and language groups 

(German, English, Dutch, Swedish, Turkish, Oda (Indo-Aryan)), see also Guérin (2015) on 

verbal manner demonstratives

• Numerous works on the grammaticalisation of like this into quotatives
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The envisaged project (I)

• Study of manner, quality, degree and quantity (MQDQ)-demonstratives across 

Afroasiatic languages (Cushitic, Omotic, Chadic, …).

• Previous works:

• Treis (forthc. 2019) on MQDQ-demonstratives in Kambaata

• Treis, Yvonne forthcoming (2019). Similative and equative demonstratives in Kambaata. Faits de Langues 51: 175-201 

(Special issue Comparaisons d’égalité et de similitude et expression de la simulation, ed. by C. Chamoreau & Y. Treis) 

• Meyer & Treis (9/2019) workshop on MQDQ-demonstratives in Ethiopian languages, 

a.o. development of an analytical questionnaire on MQDQ-demonstratives
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The envisaged project (II)

• The work is inspired by Ekkehard König’s typological work on manner, 

quality and degree demonstratives (MQD), esp. König & Umbach (2018) 

(‘Demonstratives of manner, of quality and of degree: A neglected 

subclass’), a programmatic paper based on a small convenience sample of 

languages (at least: 15 languages)
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Manner demonstratives (I)

• Manner demonstratives target a manner/way of doing something that is 

visible/gesturally demonstrated in the speech context (exophorically) or has been 

mentioned in the previous stretch of discourse (anaphorically) or is going to be 

elaborated on in the following stretch of discourse (cataphorically).
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Manner demonstratives (II)
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Monomorphemic*

Composite/morphologically
complex
Contains similative ‚like‘
Lit. translateable as ‚like this‘

*Monomorphemic, underived stem; the case/gender marker is here ignored. Case-marking is obligatory on all nominal, pronominal, adjectival elements in the Kambaata sentence.



Quality demonstratives (I)

• Quality demonstratives target a quality of something that is visible/gesturally 

demonstrated in the speech context, has been mentioned in the previous stretch of 

discourse or is going to be elaborated on in the following stretch of discourse.

• English/German:
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Quality demonstratives (II)
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Derived adjective; segmentable:
hittig-aam-ú
like_this-PROP-mACC
(< hittig-úta ‚like this‘)

Periphrastic
lit. ‚like this type‘



Degree demonstratives (I)

• Degree demonstratives target a degree of a property that is visible/gesturally 

demonstrated in the speech context, has been mentioned in the previous stretch of 

discourse or is going to be elaborated on in the following stretch of discourse.

• English/German:
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Degree demonstratives (II)
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Monomorphemic



Degree demonstratives (III)
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Composite / periphrastic



Quantity demonstratives (I)

• Quantity demonstratives target a quantity (amount or number) that is 

visible/gesturally demonstrated in the speech context, has been mentioned in the 

previous stretch of discourse or is going to be elaborated on in the following 

stretch of discourse.

• English/German:
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Quantity demonstratives (II)
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Ontological type and typical syntactic function
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A Chadic example
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Buwal demonstratives
• Viljoen (2013) distinguishes between 4 demonstrative morphosyntactic types: nominal (= 

pronominal + adnominal), locative, identifying, similative (= manner) in Buwal (Biu-
Mandara, A7).

• 3 degrees of distance: proximal, medial, distal

• No neutralisation of deictic distinctions for manner demonstratives

• Manner demonstratives partly composite, see the similative/equative morpheme ánā ‘like’ 
inside
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Buwal demonstratives: Manner
• Manner demonstrative (adverbial):

(Viljoen 2013: 262)
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Buwal demonstratives: Quality
• Quality demonstrative (= manner demonstrative) (adnominal):

(Viljoen 2013: 262)
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Buwal demonstratives: Degree and Quantity

• Clear information missing, but see māmbāzá (gloss: so.much) could possibly be a degree/ 

quantity demonstrative (to be explored), Viljoen only describes its intensifying use (= a 

common semantic extension of degree DEM cross-linguistically)

(Viljoen 2013: 201)
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Use as degree
demonstrative?



Buwal demonstratives: Degree and Quantity

• Clear information missing, but see māmbāzá (gloss: so.much) could possibly be a degree/ 

quantity demonstrative (to be explored), Viljoen only describes its intensifying use (= a 

common semantic extension of degree DEM ross-linguistically)

‘But you managed it, you were not too afraid.’ (Viljoen 2013: 201)
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Questions to explore 
in a future Chadic project
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Questions to ask…

• (Q1) Are the deictic distinctions made for object, person, place 

demonstratives retained or neutralised in MQDQ demonstratives?

e.g.

Amharic, Buwal: retained

German, Kambaata: neutralised
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Retention vs. neutralisation of degrees of distance
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Questions to ask…

• (Q2) What is the formal relation between MQDQ-demonstratives and 

well-known demonstratives for objects, persons, places, etc.?

e.g.

Kambaata hitt-íta ‘like this’ is most closely related to the medial demonstratives

German so has no formal relation to other demonstratives
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Questions to ask …

• (Q3) What is the morphological makeup of MQDQ-demonstratives? Are 

they unanalysable (lexicalised) forms or are they morphologically 

composite (derived) or are they phrasal?

e.g.

Buwal: composite manner (= quality) demonstratives but no longer synchronically transparent

Kambaata: quality demonstratives derived from manner demonstratives; manner, degree and 

quantity demonstratives unanalysable

German: manner demonstrative unanalysable
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Questions to ask …

• (Q4) What is the formal relation between manner, quality, degree and

quantity demonstratives? Are all these types distinguished or are they all 

expressed by the same (or formally) related forms?
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Formal relations between MQDQ-demonstratives
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Questions to ask…

• (Q5) To which word class do the MQDQ-demonstratives below? Do they all 

below to the word classes of pronouns or do Chadic languages (also) have 

verbal MQDQ-demonstratives?

See e.g. Guérin (2015) on verbal manner demonstratives in Oceanic
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(Q1) Are the deictic distinctions made for object, person, place demonstratives retained or neutralised in MQDQ-

demonstratives?

(Q2) What is the formal relation between MQDQ-demonstratives and well-known demonstratives for objects, persons, 

places, etc.?

(Q3) What is the morphological makeup of MQDQ-demonstratives? Are they unanalysable (lexicalised) forms or are they 

morphologically composite (derived) or are they phrasal?

(Q4) What is the formal relation between manner, quality, degree and quantity demonstratives? Are all these types

distinguished or are they all expressed by the same (or formally) related forms?

(Q5) To which word class do the MQDQ-demonstratives below? Do they all below to the word class of pronouns or Chadic 

languages (also) have verbal MQDQ-demonstratives?

 First results of the Chadic survey to be presented in the next BICCL-proceedings …
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Questions and parameters of comparison
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